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Harbor Bridge Replacement Project (HBRP) Ground Improvements

Building major roadway structures next to the Salt Flat Channel (SFC) drainage canal in a high water
table zone requires special attention compared to construction in an area with competent, clay-based
soil. Before construction, a geotechnical study in the area revealed the existing surficial ground, or
top fifteen (15) feet of earth, would not be suitable to support the future embankment and retaining
walls for the South Approach. Based on the geotechnical findings, a ground improvement technique
utilizing subsurface stone columns to offset post-construction settlement and increase load-bearing
capacity would become a permanent layer to the HBRP.
The extended South Approach embankment footprint covers an area of about 450 by 150 feet.
Ground improvements to stabilize the earth involved installing approximately 1,800 stone columns in
triangular patterns. The columns of crushed limestone aggregate (57 Stone) are 30 inches in diameter
and range from 15 to 30 feet in depths. The stone column installation system on this Project utilized a
bottom-feed technique. In the bottom-feed method, the column is pre-drilled to the necessary depth
using a vibrating probe. Then, the installation rig sets up over the hole, and the aggregate stone is
introduced to the bottom of the hole using a vibrating method as it is fed down the probe through
an attached feed pipe. The stone simultaneously fills the void created by a heavy vibrating machine,
which densifies and displaces the underlying soil. The process is repeated until a column of dense
stone is constructed up to the planned elevation. This method is most appropriate for areas where
groundwater is likely to be encountered. Throughout the process, settlement monitoring occurs before, during, and after the stone column installation and continues as the abutment and retaining
walls near completion.
After crews completed the ground stabilization initiative, the area alongside the SFC was re-graded,
and proof rolled, leaving no visible signs of the 1,800 stone column installation. Although it’s difficult
to imagine the vast ground improvement system that occurred, the improved ground stability will
securely cradle the South Approach abutment, embankment, and mechanically stabilized earth walls
for many generations.

New IH 37 Exit Ramp to Port Avenue

October 2020 ushered in another significant traffic
switch along IH 37. Our roadworks team completed the
newly opened Port Avenue exit ramp off of northbound
IH 37. The northbound exit ramp to Nueces Bay Boulevard was permanently closed at the same time. Motorists heading northbound can now access Nueces Bay
Boulevard by utilizing the new Port Avenue exit ramp
and continuing along the frontage road.
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